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ARB INKS STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH MEGVII 
To deploy body temperate detection system capable of measuring of up to 15 people per second 

  

Kuala Lumpur, 18 May 2020 – ARB Berhad (“ARB” or the “Group”), primarily involved in IT software 

and platform provider, through its indirect wholly-owned subsidiary, ARBIOT Sdn Bhd (“ARBIOT”) has 

inked a strategic business partnership with Beijing Kuangshi Technology Co Ltd (more commonly 

known as “MegVii”) to collaborate and explore business opportunities in the area of artificial 

intelligence (“AI”) facial recognition application and relevant algorithm technology in the internet of 

things (“IOT”) in Malaysia, today. 

  

Under the partnership, ARBIOT and MegVii will collaborate to deploy an intelligent body temperate 

detection and analysis system, known as “MegVii Ming Ji’ in Malaysia. MegVii Ming Ji is capable of 

detecting and measuring body temperature accurately of up to 15 people per second, with a distance 

greater than three metres. With such capabilities, it is ideal to be used in locations with high foot 

traffic, such as airports, train stations, shopping malls and hospitals. The system integrates face 

detection technology and dual sensing via infrared cameras and visible light designed by MegVii’s AI 

platform, Brain++. 

  

“We are excited to announce this collaboration with MegVii, who is a big and established AI 

technology company from China. This collaboration aligns with our strategies to adopt the industrial 

revolution 4.0 in Malaysia in order to stay relevant and competitive, as well as to meet the ever-

evolving needs of the societies. As such, we are ready to kick off our new collaboration with the 

deployment of the MegVii Ming Ji system in Malaysia to combat the current Covid-19 pandemic. 

Leveraging on the technology designed by MegVii, I believe that MegVii Ming Ji, which is based on the 

innovative AI thermal and facial recognition solution technology will help to flatten the Covid-19 curve 

by preventing sharp peak of infection cases with its abilities of detecting and identifying people with 

high body temperature in crowded areas. 

  

ARB-MegVii partnership is a powerful combination that allows us to enhance our users’ businesses as 

it brings together deep skills in business and technology strategy, product ideation, technology 

development and deployment to help support users through successful transformations. We believe 

this combination will help to generate industry leading technology products and platforms. 



From this collaboration, we are looking forward to exploring more synergistic opportunities with 

MegVii by tapping on their technological know-how and technology advancements. We are confident 

that this collaboration will augur well for the Group and will contribute positively to our earnings. As 

we are constantly looking to build a sustainable future, through working with MegVii, we are able to 

take the next step to bring AI technology, image recognition and deep learning together for the 

benefits of all users,” commented Dato’ Larry Liew Kok Leong, the Executive Director of ARB. 

MegVii is an AI technology company based in Beijing, China that is principally involved in technology 

development of software as a service (Face identification and Face ++) and city IoT businesses. MegVii 

designs image recognition and deep-learning software and launched its first online facial recognition 

platform in China in 2012 and created Brain++ in 2015, its proprietary deep-learning frameworks to 

help train its algorithms. MegVii provides AI technology to government and businesses, including 

Alibaba Group Holdings Limited, Ant Small and Micro Financial Services Group Co, Ltd and Huawei 

Technologies Co Ltd. 

*** 
  
ABOUT ARB BERHAD 
  

ARB Berhad (“ARB” or the “Group”) was incorporated in Malaysia in October 1997 and was listed on 

the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad in February 2004. Started from being a player in 

the timber industry, ARB diversified its business to include IT software and platform provider, namely 

the Internet of Things (IOT) and the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system in December 2018. The 

Group subsequently reclassified its sector from the Industrial Product and Services sector to the 

Technology on Bursa Malaysia Berhad in April 2020. ARB aspires to rise to the challenges of the day 

by providing meaningful IT solutions and services. 

  

ARB is listed under the Technology sector (Name & Code: ARBB & 7181). The market capitalisation is 

RM105.7 million as at 15 May 2020. 

  

For more information about ARB Berhad, please visit https://www.arbberhad.com. 
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